Unravelling the Metabolic Progression of Breast Cancer Cells to Bone Metastasis by Coupling Raman Spectroscopy and a Novel Use of Mcr-Als Algorithm.
Raman spectroscopy (RS) has shown promise as a tool to reveal biochemical changes that occur in cancer processes at the cellular level. However, when analyzing clinical samples, RS requires improvements to be able to resolve biological components from the spectra. We compared the strengths of Multivariate Curve Resolution (MCR) versus Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to deconvolve meaningful biological components formed by distinct mixtures of biological molecules from a set of mixed spectra. We exploited the flexibility of the MCR algorithm to easily accommodate different initial estimates and constraints. We demonstrate the ability of MCR to resolve undesired background signals from the RS that can be subtracted to obtain clearer cancer cell spectra. We used two triple negative breast cancer cell lines, MDA-MB 231 and MDA-MB 435, to illustrate the insights obtained by RS that infer the metabolic changes required for metastasis progression. Our results show that increased levels of amino acids and lower levels of mitochondrial signals are attributes of bone metastatic cells, whereas lung metastasis tropism is characterized by high lipid and mitochondria levels. Therefore, we propose a method based on the MCR algorithm to achieve unique biochemical insights into the molecular progression of cancer cells using RS.